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This is Degler! number 36, porterpress # 55 (I finally got it right) from Andy 
Porter, 24 east 82nd street, NY, NY, 10028. For apa F//Terry for TAFF:NY in 67!

Ted has just sold a novel, ’’Phoenix Prime,” to Lancer Books.’’Pretty good"~LShaw

Cover, Bjo: A cute beastie indeed. maLA.ise #11, DVA: This issue sure sounds 
strange, with all those 

names that I never heard of in it, particularly Bruce Pelz. Who he?

CALLASTHEON NO. 2, Tom Gilbert; Comments are elsewhere, specifically in Degler!35. 
Everyone’s copy was upside down. If I gave you one right side up, I’d have to do 
the same for everyone, which I won’t.

0P0 £28, Pat and Dick Lupoff: I definitely know now that I don’t go in gor Chinafd.

FIRST PUBLICATION ^42;DVA:Gee, I’m making typos left and right in this issue. Which 
is definitely not very good. Story segment was very good; 

convincing action, although the thought stream of our Hero was a bit too long.
Still, I suppose this was necessary in order to establish empathy with the bhoy.
A lot of names for fanzines in there, too: Zantain, Pazatar, Armassic. Demonbinder 
(that I like!) Sezain. It sounds like a lot of those phrases were lifted from other 
sources, though. Didain Keep? Sounds like something from The Dragon Masters.

Focal Point #1, Mclnerney/brown: Vrey(ve?y I meant; another typo) interesting,
I just hope that you can keep it going for long 

enough so that it catches on. Why don’t you use the micro-typer for the whole 
thing. Assuming you can fill the thing, that is?

HYJRA #28, McInerney: Very interesting script you use. Copied, I believe, from 
the ancient cyrillic Lower case that was in use in the 

pre-Arthurian England, wasn’t it? Especially that use of the mystic word "tedS."

IN CELEBRATION OF A MIMEOGRAPE, Lupofif’s: Hew much were the dittos in that store?
Im always in the market for a bigger 

and cheaper machine- I ain’t goona (or e/en gonna) reprint "Primer” just yet; as 
it is I already have about 60 pages of mate ial (harhar, Stiles!) and lots of stuff 
slowly starting to trickle in. Concerning , Bill Blackboard said "I’d rate it as 
one of the best zines around...and it may e en be the Best..." Oh, Egoboo, egoboo... 

and even:
"New York fandom doesn’t have much to worry about if it keeps turning up people 
like stiles, van arnam, & PORTER every few ; ears." —Don Fitch.

"GEORGE HEAP", Pat Lupoff: You mean "in a H use in Rochester." And here I’m outofroom.


